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* = Response is required  

Please address these questions relative to course-level and program-level outcomes 
assessment. If you would like to attach supplemental documents, exit this form and use 
the "Attachments" button (bottom left-hand corner).  

* 1. What Outcomes/Courses were assessed in 2016/17?  

In our department all disciplines share the same CLOs that are assessed using different 

assessments. Our CLOs are:  

Communication: Students will display the ability to clearly communicate scientific principles, 
experimental results, and their implications. 

Critical Thinking: Students will display the ability to use proportional reasoning and 
graphical analysis to establish and analyze relationships between measured quantities. 

Problem solving: Students will display the ability to apply conceptual and mathematical tools 
to correctly predict the future state of physical systems. 

  

The CLO that we assessed in 2016/2017 was problem solving.  

In Astronomy the courses that we assessed were ASTR 101 Descriptive Astronomy (8 in 

person sections plus one partially online section), our lecture course and ASTR 109 

Observational Astronomy Laboratory. 

In Physical Sciences both PHYN 100 (three sections) and PHYN 120 (one section) were 
assessed.  

  

* 2. What venues for discussion of outcomes assessment did your program have?  

Discussions were carried out via email and impromptu meetings between faculty teaching each course. 

As a department we acknowledge that significant fraction of physical sciences students have 

poor math ability. For example in astronomy  

carefully reviewing of CLO assessment revealed that nearly half of our students are not 

capable of doing very simple math task such as raising a number to a fourth power. From 

Mathematics Content Standards for California Public Schools we see that exponents are first 



introduced in 5th grade for factoring and they should be mastered by seventh grade. 

Therefore our student population lacks basic math skills that precede high school math 

curriculum and in many cases even middle school math curriculum. It is very obvious to 

faculty that students cannot read numbers and cannot compare numbers especially if they 
are written in decimal form or scientific notation.  

These issues are not unique to Mesa college. Across the USA science experts are debating 

these issues and how we should approach them and this was a hot topic at the last NASA 

sponsored Center For Astronomy Education Workshop that I attended earlier this year. 

Some people option out of using any language of math in astronomy setting. However we 

agree that students should be required to use some math thinking in science classes, as a 

chance to improve their quantitative skills. This aligns with the ILO number 3: Cultivate the 

skills necessary for life-long learning. 

  

* 3. What have these assessments revealed about your courses/program?  

These assessment reveal a great challenge (students lacking basic math skills and often no 

prior physics knowledge) that we need to overcome to maintain the college level instruction 

in our courses and this is especially through in lecture courses ASTR 101 and PHYN 

120. Research suggests that K–12 schools largely attended by minority students have 

higher proportions of instructors teaching subjects they were not trained to teach and this is 

most prominent in hard subjects such as physics, where across the nation there is a 

shortage of the qualified physics K-12 teachers. This implies that student population that we 

work with, comes to Mesa with this pre-existing equity gap. We fear that we will not be able 

to close this equity gap in minority students achievements becuase we don't have 

institutional support in terms of contract faculty. Currently program has one time full time 
faculty, FTEF of more than 3.5 and six adjunct faculty.  

Laboratory classes have better success rates. With ASTR 109, laboratory course we see that 

Mesa’s investment in the upgrades to the observatory has lead to the goals we had in mind 

when proposing for it. With the support from BARC funding in the last two years, we have 

upgraded the MS building rooftop telescopes to be computer-controlled. We have also 

increased the number of telescopes so that there are fewer students per telescope. These 

upgrades have provided for more effective teaching and inclusive learning. By creating more 

individual stations for work, we provided students with more hands on time 

per telescope. This has lead to students building confidence and skills that they need to 
master the CLOs. All of our ASTR 109 students met the CLO expectations.  

* 4. What do you plan to do with these results? Next steps?  

All of our courses teach science to non-science majors. We will continue to focus on 

conceptual understanding of physical laws rather than requiring students to do math 

involving calculations. These results highlight the need to place more emphasis on simple, 

quantitative math and science skills across our disciplines. But also need to 

continuously bringing innovation in our teaching and curriculum improvements. Again, 

we don't feel that we have institutional support in terms of contract faculty to achieve this. 

We over-rely on adjunct instructors to teach our courses and adjuncts are often unable to 

dedicate the same investment as a contract faculty to important tasks such as curriculum 



development and instructional improvement. No systemic instructional improvements 
and/or new pedagogies have been experimented within the disciplines for a decade. 

It is beyond the scope of our courses to fill in these gaps in math knowledge that students 

bring to Mesa so this should be a joint effort across departments at Mesa. If math 

department is offering some review workshop/seminars for these basic skills, our students 

could be encouraged to attend. Tutoring opportunities (classroom tutors, tutors in the 

tutoring center, STEM center etc. ) should be promoted to students continuously during a 

semester so that student can get more one-on-one help. 

What can we do: start a semester with the math review that should include review on how 

to read numbers in scientific notation, comparing number, how to raise number to a power 
etc.  

I also work with my classroom tutors to encourage them to conduct these type of reviews in 

the first week or so. All adjuncts should be encouraged to recruit classroom tutros for their 

course sections.  

* 5. Based on your assessments, have you identified any resource needs? Explain.  

As a program we need more contract faculty, specifically one contract faculty for astronomy 

and one contract faculty that will be shared with physics program and will be physics 

education specialist. At physical sciences program we only have one full time faculty, across 

both astronomy and physical science disciplines.  While we strive to maintain a high student 

success rate, our efforts are undermined by the lack of contract faculty dedicated to these 

two disciplines. The addition of new tenure track faculty will help us reach our goal of 

improving students retention and success rates while maintaining college level 

instruction. Historically speaking we always had two contract faculty in physical sciences 

program. However the program never had these many outreach activities (star parties, 

Astronomy Nights, STEM Lecture series) and plans for growth (new courses in both 

astronomy and physical sciences are coming up). Before I was hired (two years ago) there 

were years without any contract faculty across our program and this is still case for physical 

sciences courses where all classes are taught by adjuncts. Last time physical sciences had 

contract faculty teach any of its courses was in the Spring of 2013. Therefore we are need a 

faculty that will take a leadership role in this discipline and provide a vision for development 

and growth. There is so much work to be done across both disciplines to bring the 

innovative student centered teaching pedagogies across lecture and laboratory courses in 
the program.  

The research evidence is overwhelming in relating reduced institutional effectiveness to 

over-reliance on adjunct faculty in higher education. 'Adjunctification' of any program has a 

negative impact on the students but even more so in programs where students enter 

underprepared both in terms of K12 science and math knowledge such is the case for non-

science major student population that enters general ed courses in physics and physical 
sciences (based on our CLO results).  

All of our courses teach science (astronomy, physics, geology) to non-science majors. Based 

on our CLO assessments our students are lacking basic math skills and many have no prior 

physics experience. This is in line with the national research findings that show most 

colleges enroll students who are not prepared for college education 

(hetchinerreport.org). However, situation at two year schools is worse than at four year 

schools. Nearly half of entering students at two year schools are placed in remedial classes 



while only fifth of student were placed in such classes in four year schools (2012 report by 

Comeplete College America). These results in par with our CLO assessment emphasis the 

challange we face in helping students succeed while trying to maintain college level 
instruction.   

The research shows that having contract faculty teach college entry lower level courses is 

key to students success, because contract faculty have more opportunity to connect with 

students. Contract faculty are often more accessible than adjunct faculty to students outside 

of the allotted classroom time, often making themselves available for additional help and 

often create additional learning opportunities for students such as Star Parties in our 

department. The addition of a contract faculty would greatly enhance the learning 

environment and student success we strive for at Mesa College. We clearly see in our 

Program Outcomes data that when no contract faculty is teaching astronomy classes 

retention and success rates are lower by 6%. For example in 2012/2013 (no contract 

faculty) retention rate was 83% and success 63% while in the 2016/2017 (one contract 

faculty) it is 89% and 70% resepctively for on campus (in person) classes. 

Most of our courses are physics based and most of our students never had physics in their 

K-12 education.  In addition many of our students are first-generation college students. 

These students benefit from having a contract faculty guide them through their career 

choices and help them realise the transfortmative power of education. These students also 

provide from interacting with informed faculty that can effectively promote all resources 
available here at Mesa to help students succeed.   

Astronomy has FTEF of 2.64 in the Spring of 2017. We served over thousand students in the 
last academic year in our courses and few hundred more in its education outreach events.   

The new astronomy faculty will be involved in development of new ASTR 102 course and in 

efforts to instutionalize research I lead. The research has a potential to bring many high 

school student on Mesa campus that could further increase enrollment in our porgram. In 

addition to help maintain Mesa College's high standard of academic excellence we need to 

advance the existing curriculum in both ASTR 111 and ASTR 109 laboratory and improve 

instructional delivery. For many years astronomy courses were taught solely by adjuncts 

and laboratory courses still are. However in the last year or so with the support of BARC and 

HSI STEM grants we have aquired new equipment and improved facilities at the onsite 

rooftop observatry and now we can teach important scientific principles in exciting way not 

previously possible. Adjunct instructors are often unable to dedicate the same investment as 

a contract faculty to important tasks such as curriculum development and instructional 

improvement. Additional faculty can help with development of the instructional activites 

related not only to ASTR 109 and 111 but also to ASTR 101 and other disciplines such as 

geology and physical sciences.  In an evolving field such as astronomy it is important to 

stay on top recent developments and integrate the latest teaching tools in our course 

delivery. Campus outreach activities such as star parties, Astronomy Nights and viewing of 

astronomical events including eclipses, meteor showers, solar storms, are all possible 

because of our on-campus observatory and we could benefit from egagement of additional 
contract faculty.  

The physical sciences discipline is in urgent need for a faculty. Physical sciences 

discipline have FTEF of 0.93 and we are proposing to share this faculty with physics 

program. This position would serve PHYS 100 and physical sciences courses (PHYN 100, 

PHYN 101, PHYN 105) and these courses correspont to FTEF of 3.06. Currently there is one 

contract faculty teaching PHYS 100 that is reaching retirement age. All of the physical 



sciences courses are taught by the adjuncts leading to contract FTE of zero, compared to 

Mesa’s FTEF of 41%. Therefore this load of FTEF 3.06 would be shared with newly hired 

faculty and would eliminate need for some of six adjuncts that we currently have. However 

this FTEF of 3.06 will grow in the Spring 2018 and thereafter because we are introducing a 

new courses PHYN 105 and PHYN 114. We feel a dire need for getting a skilled faculty who 

can transform this neglected program. There is a great potential to expand course offerings, 

need to improve instructional quality, devlope the extracurricular activities and contribute to 
STEM related outreach efforts.  

The physics/physocal sciences contract faculty will have a unique profile at our department. 

This shoud be someone who is specialist in teaching physics to non-science majors. Both 

PHYS 100 and physical sciences courses are aimed at non-science majors, whith PHYS 100 

focusing on broad overview of physics while PHYN courses are more multidisciplinary and 

involve physics, astronomy, geology. Physics is the bases of all of our courses and yet we 

have no such specalist at our department. Therefore having a contract faculty with this 

profile will greatly improve instructional delivery in courses across our department. In 

physics no person has been hired in the last twelve years and there are so many 

pedagogycal developments in teaching physics to novice, that this faculty profile is urgently 

needed to revise instructional dleivery of all of these courses. With the increasingly diverse 

population of students, it is critical that we have a full-time faculty member that helps foster 

an awareness of this diversity and ensures equity. This physics/physical sciences faculty will 

be our go-to person for physics related outreach events. The new contract faculty will also 

be our liason in teachers education program here at Mesa and should be an expert in Next 

Generation Science Standards (NGSS). 

  

* 6. What are your assessment plans (course/program) for 2017-18?  

Critical Thinking is  scheduled to be assessed in Fall 2017 (we have completed these 

assessment) and we will be doing the same in the Spring of 2018. 

  

* 7. Are you on target with your assessment schedule?  
Yes  

If No, what plans do you have to get the assessment process on schedule?  
No answer specified  

8. Any other comments? (optional)  
No answer specified  


